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We extend the notion of canonical representation, introduced by A. M. Vershik,
I. M. Gel’fand and M. I. Graev (1982, in ‘‘Representation Theory,’’ Cambridge
Univ. Press, Cambridge, U.K.), to all (classical) rank one semisimple Lie groups.
We determine the spectral decomposition of the canonical representations in
detail.  1997 Academic Press
In [15] Vershik, Gel’fand and Graev introduced the very interesting
class of so-called canonical representations ?* of SU(1, 1). These are unitary
representations, realized on X=SU(1, 1)U(1), which, when suitably
scaled, asymptotically tend to the left regular representation of SU(1, 1)
on X if *  . Their spectral decomposition has also been determined by
the above authors. The notion of canonical representation can naturally be
extended to Hermitian symmetric spaces (see [14]) and thus fits into the
famous work of Berezin on quantization and also into the theory of the
analytic continuation of the holomorphic discrete series (cf. [2, 13, 16]). In
this note we extend it to the classical hyperbolic spaces over F=R, C
and H. We determine the asymptotic behaviour if *   by a direct
method, and the spectral decomposition. Our method is different from
Vershik’s one and makes use of both a bounded and an unbounded realization
of the hyperbolic spaces.
In particular we pay attention to the spectral decomposition of the canonical
representation ?* for small values of *, which has been considered only for
SU(1, 1) in the mathematical literature [15]. The spectrum is then twofold:
on the one hand the principal continuous series appears, on the other
hand we get finitely many complementary series representations. This is an
interesting phenomenon. We then give an explicit embedding of these
complementary series representations in the Hilbert space H* of ?* .
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We finally point out relations of the canonical representations with
tensor products of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic discrete series in
case G=SU(1, n).
Although canonical representations can be defined in the Hermitian case
by using the general theory of symmetric spaces (cf. [3]), in the non-
Hermitian case it is not quite clear how to proceed. Therefore we mainly
use explicit presentations of the hyperbolic spaces. Moreover, they have the
advantage that they make it sometimes easier to see things and that we
get a little more than the general theory could supply concerning the
asymptotic behaviour of ?* : one can easily compute higher order terms in
the expansion. We shall however keep close to the general theory for the
purpose of later generalizations.
We thank our Russian colleague V. F. Molchanov for useful discussions
about the subject. Part of the preparation of this paper was done during
the stay of the first author at the MittagLeffler Institute in Djursholm,
Sweden, in October 1995. We thank the director and his staff for the
wonderful scientific ambiance.
1. HYPERBOLIC SPACES AND THEIR BOUNDED REALIZATIONS
Let F=R, C of H be the field of the real numbers, the complex numbers
or the quaternions. On Fn+1, regarded as a right vector space over F, we
consider the Hermitian form
[x, y]= y 0x0& y 1x1& } } } & y nxn .
Let G=U(1, n ; F) be the group of (n+1)_(n+1) matrices with
coefficients in F which preserve this Hermitian form. The group G acts on
the projective space Pn(F) and the stabilizer of the line generated by the
vector (1, 0, ..., 0) is the group K=U(1; F)_U(n ; F), which is compact. We
call X=GK a hyperbolic space. X is, in addition, a Riemannian symmetric
space of the non-compact type, of rank one. If F=C, X is also a Hermitian
symmetric space and carries a complex structure.
Let ? denote the natural projection map
? : Fn+1"[o]  Pn(F).
The hyperbolic space X is the image under ? of the open set
[x # Fn+1: [x, x]>0].
On Fn we have the usual inner product
(x, y)= y 1x1+ } } } + y nxn
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with norm &x&=(x, x)12. Let
B(Fn)=[x # Fn : &x&<1]
the unit ball in Fn. The space X can also be realized as the unit ball in Fn:
the map from [x # Fn+1: [x, x]>0] to Fn given by
x  y with yp=xp x&10
defines, by going to the quotient space, a real analytic bijection of X onto
B(Fn). G acts on B(Fn) transitively by fractional linear transformations. If
g # G is of the form
g=\ac
b
d+
with matrices a(1_1), b(1_n), c(n_1), and d(n_n), then
g } y=(dy+c)((b, y)+a)&1,
where y and c are regarded as column vectors and
(b, y) =b1y1+ } } } +bnyn .
Clearly K=Stab o.
An easy computation shows that
1&(g } y, g } z)=((b, z) +a)&1 } [1&( y, z)] } ((b, y) +a)&1, (1)
1&&g } y&2=[1&&y&2] } |(b, y)+a|&2 (2)
and
(b, y) +a=((b , g } y)+a~ )&1, g&1=\a~c~
b
d + . (3)
On the other hand, the absolute value of the Jacobian of the real analytic
transformation y  g } y ( y # B(Fn)) is easily seen to be equal to
|(b, y)+a|&d(n+1), (4)
where d is the dimension of F over R, so d=1, 2 or 4 respectively. If dy is
the Euclidean measure on Fn&Rdn, then clearly
d+( y) :=(1&&y&2)&d(n+1)2 dy
is a G-invariant measure on B(Fn).
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2. BEREZIN KERNELS AND CANONICAL REPRESENTATIONS
Set for * # R, *(g)=(1&&y&2)* if y= g } o. Clearly * is a bi-K-
invariant continuous function on G. An easy computation shows that
*(g&11 g2)={ (1&&y&
2)(1&&z&2)
[1&( y, z)][1&(z, y)]=
*
,
if z= g1 } o, y= g2 } o. Let us denote this expression by B*( y, z). B* is called
a Berezin kernel of X. In the cases F=R or C we can say more. Since
products and (uniform) limits of positive-definite kernels are again positive-
definite, we easily get, by expanding [1&(z, y)]&* into a power series
[1&(z, y)]&*= :

m=0 \
&*
m + (z, y)m (&1)m
that B* is a positive-definite kernel for *0. Or, otherwise said, * is a
positive-definite function for *0. The same is expected to be true in case
F=H, provided *>1 (see Section 8 for more details). Let ?* denote the
unitary representation naturally associated with * or B* .
We call the ?* (*0) canonical representations after Vershik, Gel’fand,
Graev [15] and shall study their asymptotic behaviour for *   and
their spectral decomposition.
The definition of * , B* and ?* is easily generalized to general Hermitian
symmetric spaces by taking the *}-power of the Bergman kernel, where }
is the genus. * is then certainly positive-definite for * belonging to the so-
called Wallach set (cf. [9] for the case of tube domains, and the literature
mentioned there).
3. THE FUNCTION Q AND THE AVERAGING MAP M
We refer to Faraut’s paper [7]. Consider on [x # Fn+1: [x, x]>0] the
Riemannian metric
ds2=&
[dx, dx]
[x, x]
.
This metric is invariant under x  x* (* # F, *{0), and thus gives a
Riemannian metric on X which is invariant under G. This metric has
signature (dn, 0).
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Corresponding to this metric we have a G-invariant second order
differential operator, the Laplacian 2. If f is a function of class C2 on X,
we set f = f b ?, so that f is defined on the open set
[x # Fn+1: [x, x]>0]
and satisfies f (x*)= f (x) (* # F, *{0). We have
2f
t
=[x, x] 2 f , (5)
where 2 is the pseudo-Laplacian associated with the pseudo-Euclidean
metric ds2=&[dx, dx] on Fn+1.
Consider also on the set [x # Fn+1: [x, x]>0] the function Q defined
by
Q (x)=
|x0 | 2
[x, x]
.
Q satisfies Q (xt)=Q (x) (t # F, t{0) and therefore Q =Q b ? for some
function Q on X. Q has the following properties:
v Q is invariant under K,
v Q is real analytic,
v Q(x)1,
v Q has a non-degenerate critical point xo=eK; the Hessian of Q at
xo has signature (dn, 0),
v Q(x)=t (t>1) is a K-orbit on X.
Let F be a complex-valued function on R of class C2. Then
2(F b Q)=(LF) b Q,
where L is the ordinary differential operator
L=a(t)
d 2
dt2
+b(t)
d
dt
,
where a(t)=4t(t&1), b(t)=2d[(n+1) t&1]. This follows easily from
formula (5).
Denote by D(X) the space of complex-valued C-functions on X with
compact support. Fix an invariant measure dx on X, corresponding to the
Riemannian metric. If t is not a critical value of Q (so t{1), we can define
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the average Mf (t) of a function f # D(X ) over the surface [Q(x)=t] by
means of the formula
|
X
F(Q(x)) f (x) dx=|

1
F(t) Mf (t) dt
for any continuous function F on R.
The function Mf has a singularity at the critical value t=1 of Q. More
precisely
Mf (t)=Y(t&1)(t&1)(dn2)&1 .(t)
with . # D(R). Here Y is the Heaviside function: Y(t)=1 for t0,
Y(t)=0 for t<0. Moreover
cf (xo)=.(1)
where c=?dn21(dn2). Since Q is a K-invariant function, we can associate
with Q a G-invariant kernel KQ on X_X, with
K Q(x1 , x2)=
[x1 , x2][x2 , x1]
[x1 , x1][x2 , x2]
(x1 , x2 # [x # Fn+1: [x, x]>0]).
One easily verifies that this kernel corresponds on B(Fn)_B(Fn) to the
kernel
[1&( y, z)][1&(z, y)]
[1&&y&2][1&&z&2]
if x1  y, x2  z ( y, z # B(Fn)). Therefore *(g)=Q(g)&* for all g # G.
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE BEREZIN KERNELS
We use a direct method, which is available for hyperbolic spaces. One
may alternatively use the spectral decomposition of Section 8 and apply the
asymptotic expansion of the quotient of two gamma functions:
1(z+a)
1(z+b)
=za&b {1+ 12z (a&b)(a+b&1)+O(z&2)= , z  
(Erde lyi et al. [5, p. 47, (1)]), but this does not lead so easily to the terms
of order two and more in the asymptotic expansion of the Berezin kernel.
See also the remark made in Peetre [12].
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Consider the distribution
f [ |
X
Q(x)&* f (x) dx
( f # D(X )). Recall, that for f # D(X ), Mf (t)=Y(t&1)(t&1)(dn2)&1 .(t)
for some function . # D(R) and that cf (xo)=.(1) with c=?dn21(dn2).
We shall study the behaviour of
|
X
Q(x)&* f (x) dx=|

1
t&*Mf (t) dt=|

1
t&*(t&1)(dn2)&1 .(t) dt
for *  . Observe that this expression is an entire analytic function of *.
For k=0, 1, 2, . . . one has
|

1
t&*(t&1)(dn2)+k&1 dt=
1(*&(dn2)&k) 1((dn2)+k)
1(*)
,
for example, for Re *>(dn2)+k. Write
.(t)=.(1)+(t&1) .$(1)+
(t&1)2
2
(t)
with |(t)|maxs |.(2)(s)| and consider the distribution T* given by
1(*)
1(*&(dn2)) 1(dn2)
1
c
Q(x)&*=
1(*)
?dn21(*&(dn2))
Q(x)&*
for *  . We get
c(T* | f )=.(1)+
1
*
.$(1)(dn2)+
1
*2
(.$(1)
+ 12."(1)) dn2((dn2)+1)+O \ 1*3+ (6)
as *  .
Let L$ denote the transpose of L with respect to dt. M2kf=L$kMf for all
k # N. A computation yields
L$[(t&1)(dn2)&1 .(t)]
=(t&1)(dn2)&1_[dn(2&d ) .(t)+[(2dn&2d+8) t+2d&8] .$(t)
+4t(t&1) ."(t)]
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and from this equation one can derive that
c2f (xo)=2dn.$(1)&dn(d&2) .(1),
c22f (xo)=4dn(dn+2) ."(1)&4dn[d 2n&3dn+d&4] .$(1)
+[dn(d&2)]2 .(1).
It is an easy exercise to arrive at
.$(1)=
c
2dn
[2f (xo)+dn(d&2) f (xo)], (7)
."(1)=
c
4dn(dn+2)
[22f (xo)+[2d 2n&6dn+2d&8] 2f (xo)
+dn(dn+2)(d&2)(d&4) f (xo)]. (8)
Substituting (7) and (8) into (6) yields
(T* | f ) =f (xo)+
1
4*
[2f (xo)+dn(d&2) f (xo)]
+
1
32*2
} [22f (xo)+2d(dn&n+1) 2f (xo)
+d(d&2) dn(dn+2) f (xo)]+O(*&3), (*  ).
In the Hermitian case d=2 we obtain, in particular
(T* | f )= f (xo)+
1
4*
2f (xo)+
1
32*2
[22f (xo)+4(n+1) 2f (xo)]+O(*&3),
(*  ). In all cases we get T*  $ as *  , but for d=2 the asymptotic
expansion looks nicer. In terms of Berezin quantization (cf. [2], where
*=1 with  denoting Planck’s constant) it means in particular that the
correspondence principle is true.
It is clear that there is no obstruction in determining higher order terms
of the asymptotic expansion. For example, one can use MAPLE when
computations become too involved.
5. THE FINE STRUCTURE OF U(1, n; F)
Let J be the (n+1)_(n+1) matrix diag(&1, 1, ..., 1), also denoted by
I1, n . For any matrix X of type (n+1, n+1) with coefficients in F we set
X*=JX tJ.
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The Lie algebra g of G consists of the matrices X that verify the relation
X+X*=O.
These are the matrices of the form
\Z1Z t2
Z2
Z3+
with Z1 and Z3 anti-Hermitian and Z2 arbitrary. Let % be the involutive
automorphism of g defined by
%X=JXJ.
Then % is a Cartan involution with the usual decomposition g=k+p. Here
k is the Lie algebra of the subgroup K=U(1; F)_U(n ; F).
Let L be the following element of g:
0 0 1
L=\0 O 0+ .1 0 0
We have L # p and a=RL is a maximal Abelian subspace of p. We are
going to diagonalize the operator ad L. The centralizer of L in k is
u 0 0
m={\0 v 0+ : u # F, u+u =0, v # u(n&1; F)= .0 0 u
Let :=1. The nonzero eigenvalues of ad L are \: if F=R and \:, \2:
if F=C or H. The space g: consists of the matrices
0 z* 0
X=\z O &z+ ,0 z* 0
where z is a matrix of type (n&1, 1) with coefficients in F and with
z*=&z t. The dimension of g: is equal to m:=d(n&1). The space g2:
consists of the matrices of the form
w 0 &w
X=\ 0 O 0 +w 0 &w
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with w # F, w+w =0. The dimension of g2: is equal to m2:=d&1. We
have g=g&2:+g&:+a+m+g:+g2: .
Let A be the subgroup exp a. This is the subgroup of the matrices
cosh t 0 sinh t
at=\ 0 I 0 + ,sinh t 0 cosh t
where t is a real number. The centralizer of A in K is the subgroup M of
the matrices
u 0 0
\0 v 0+0 0 u
with u # F, |u|=1 and v # U(n&1; F). The Lie algebra of M is m.
The subspace n=g:+g2: is a nilpotent subalgebra. Set N=exp n. This
is the subgroup of the matrices
1+w& 12 [z, z] z* &w+
1
2 [z, z]
n(w, z)=\ z I &z +w& 12 [z, z] z* 1&w+ 12 [z, z]
with w # F, w+w =0 and with z a matrix of type (n&1, 1) with coefficients
in F, z*=&z t, and if
z2 z$2
z=\ b + , z$=\ b + ,zn z$n
then [z, z$]=&z $2z2& } } } &z $nzn .
The composition law in N is the following:
n(w, z) } n(w$, z$)=n(w+w$+Im[z, z$], z+z$).
The subgroup A normalizes N:
at n(w, z) a&t=n(e2tw, etz).
Let 2\ be the trace of the restriction of ad L to n:
\= 12(m:+2m2:)=
1
2d(n+1)&1.
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We have the Iwasawa decomposition G=KAN=NAK. Each g # G can
uniquely be written as g=kat(g) n accordingly. One has the corresponding
integral formula
|
G
f (g) dg=|
KAN
f (kat n) e2\t dk dt dn (9)
for f # D(G). This is also equal to
|
NAK
f (nat k) e&2\t dn dt dk.
Here dn=dz dw (n=n(w, z)) and dk is the normalized Haar measure on K.
Observe that NA parametrizes X=GK. It is known that dx=e&2\t dn dt.
Moreover, we have the Cartan decomposition G=KA+K where
A+ :=[at : t0]
and, after dg is normalized according to (9), the corresponding integral
formula
|
G
f (g) dg=|
K
|

0
|
K
f (katk$) $(t) dk dt dk$. (10)
Here
$(t)=2
?dn2
1 (dn2)
(sinh t)m: \sinh 2t2 +
m2:
.
6. THE SPHERICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM OF *
For s # C let
.s(g)=|
K
e(s&\) t(g
&1k) dk (g # G)
be the zonal spherical function, with the parametrization of Harish
Chandra, 2.s=(s2&\2) .s . We also need HarishChandra’s c-function:
c(s)=1 \dn2 + 2\&s
1 (s)
1 ((s+\)2) 1 ((s+\&d+2)2)
.
Let * be the bi-K-invariant function on G defined in Section 2. It easily
follows from the explicit form of the invariant measure on GK, given in
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Section 1, that * # L1(G) & L2(G) for *>\, even for Re *>\, though *
was a priori defined for real * only. To decompose the canonical represen-
tation ?* into irreducible unitary representations for *>\, it suffices to
determine the inverse-spherical Fourier transform of * (in the distribution
sense)
*(g)=
1
2?K |

0
a*(u) .i+(g)
d+
|c(i+)| 2
,
where a* is the spherical Fourier transform of *
a*(u)=|
G
*(g) .&i+(g) dg
and
K= lim
t  
e&2\t $(t)=21&2\
?dn2
1 (dn2)
.
It will turn out that a* is also of some importance in case 0<*\.
The computation of a*(+) may be carried out as follows. Applying the
decomposition G=KA+K, the corresponding integral formula and the
explicit expressions
*(at)=(cosh t)&2*,
.s(at)=2F1 \s+\2 ,
&s+\
2
;
dn
2
; &sinh2 t+ ,
(t # R), where 2F1 is the Gauss hypergeometric function, we get by making
the change of variable x=sinh2 t,
a*(+)=
?dn2
1 (dn2) |

0
2F1 \&i++\2 ,
i++\
2
;
dn
2
; &x+
_x(dn2)&1(1+x)&*+(d2)&1 dx.
This expression is by Erde lyi et al. [6, Section 20.2 (9)] equal to
a*(+)=?dn2
1 (*+((i+&\)2)) 1 (*+((&i+&\)2))
1 (*) 1 (*&(d2)+1)
.
We may, in particular, conclude that * is a positive-definite function for
*>\.
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Moreover,
(* , f )=|
G
*(g) f (g) dg=
1
2?K |

0
a*(+) f (i+)
d+
|c(i+)| 2
(11)
for all f # D(GK), the space of bi-K-invariant compactly supported
C-functions on G. Here
f (s) :=|
G
f (g) .s(g) dg (s # C).
If we want to emphasize that we are viewing .s as a bi-K-invariant
distribution, we shall write (.s , f ) instead of f (s).
We shall now describe the decomposition (11) in another way, gaining
insight into how to handle the case 0<*\.
The function .(t, s) :=.s(at) is the unique solution of the ordinary
differential equation
d 2y
dt2
+_m: cosh tsinh t +2m2:
cosh 2t
sinh 2t&
dy
dt
=(s2&\2) y (12)
that satisfies .(0, s)=1. There exists another solution for t>0, 8(t, s),
which has the asymptotic behaviour e(s&\) t as t   and is given explicitly
by
8(t, s)=2s&\(sinh t)s&\2F1 \&s&\+d2 ,
&s+\
2
; 1&s ; &sinh&2 t+
(13)
for s{1, 2, 3, ... . If s is not an integer, then
.(t, s)=c(s) 8(t, s)+c(&s) 8(t, &s), (t>0).
Moreover, as t approaches 0, 8(t, s) and (8t)(t, s) have the asymptotic
behaviour
8(t, s)t{C1(s) t
2&dn
C1(s) log t
if dn{2,
if dn=2,
(14)
8
t
(t, s)t{(2&dn) C1(s) t
1&dn
C1(s) } 1t
if dn{2,
if dn=2,
for a certain function C1 of s. Notice that 8 and 8t are integrable with
respect to the measure $(t) dt on (0, ) whenever Re s<&\.
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For any f # D(GK) and t>0 one has
f (at)=
1
2?K |

&
f (i+) 8(t, &i+)
d+
c(i+)
.
Since f is of PaleyWiener class and |c(s)|&1C(1+|s| 2)(dn&1)4 for
Re s>&12 and some positive constant C, we obtain
f (at)=
1
2?K |

&
f (_+i+) 8(t, &_&i+)
d+
c(_+i+)
for _>&12 by using Cauchy’s theorem. There exists C0>0 such that
|8(t, &_&i+) *(t)| $(t)C0 e&(_+2Re *&\) t
for t sufficiently large. Thus for _ and * such that _+2Re *>\,
(* , f )=
1
2?K |

&
f (_+i+) b*(_+i+)
d+
c(_+i+)
, (15)
where
b*(s) :=|

0
8(t, &s) *(t) $(t) dt. (16)
We have for *>\
a*(+)=|

0
*(at)[c(i+) 8(t, i+)+c(&i+) 8(t, &i+)] $(t) dt
=c(i+) b*(&i+)+c(&i+) b*(i+). (17)
We will now take a closer look at the function b* .
7. ANALYSIS OF b*(s)
Since 8(t, &s) is analytic in s for Re s>&1, it is immediately seen that
b*(s) is analytic in s on V* :=[s # C | Re s>max(\&2Re *, &1)]. We will
consider the problem of analytic continuation of b* to some part of
Re s>&1.
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Fix *>0 and let C(s) :=((2&s&\?dn2)(1(dn2))). Using (13) and
making the substitutions x=sinh&2 t and x= y1& y, we get
b*(s)=C(s) |

0
2F1 \s&\+d2 ,
s+\
2
; 1+s; &x+
_x((s&\)2)+*&1(1+x)&*+(d2)&1 dx
=C(s) |
1
0
2F1 \s&\+d2 ,
s+\
2
; 1+s;
y
y&1+
_y((s&\)2)+*&1(1& y)(&s+\&d )2 dy.
Applying the relation
2F1(a, b ; c ; z)=(1&z)&a2F1 \a, c&b ; c ; zz&1+
(cf. Erde lyi et al. [5, Section 2.1.4, p. 64]) yields
b*(s)=C(s) |
1
0
2 F1 \s&\+d2 ,
s&\+2
2
; 1+s ; y+ y((s&\)2)+*&1 dy. (18)
By substituting the series expansion
2F1(a, b ; c ; z)= :

l=0
(a) l (b) l
(c) l l !
zl |z|<1, (19)
and taking care of the possible singularity in y=1 (in case dn=2) we
obtain
b*(s)=C(s) lim
t A 1
t((s&\)2)+* :

l=0
((s&\+d )2) l (((s&\)2)+1) l
(s+1) l l !
}
tl
((s&\)2)+*+l
=C(s) :

l=0
((s&\+d )2) l (((s&\)2)+1) l
(s+1) l l !
}
1
((s&\)2)+*+l
. (20)
The last series is absolutely convergent for s{&1, &2, . . . and s{sl
(l=0, 1, 2, . . .), since the terms are majorated by l&1&$ for some small $
(0<$<dn2) for l large. This can easily be seen by using Euler’s limit
formula for the gamma function:
1(z)= lim
n  
n! nz
(z)n+1
.
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Thus b* has a meromorphic extension to C with poles in s=sl (*) :=
\&2*&2l, (l=0, 1, 2, ...) and s=&1, &2, &3, ... . The residues in sl (*) are
equal to
22*+2l&2\+1?dn2
1(dn2)
}
((&2*&2l+d )2) l (1&*&l ) l
(\&2*&2l+1) l l !
,
if sl (*){&1, &2, &3, ... . An easy observation shows that these residues
are strictly positive in case d=1, 2 for *>0 and in case d=4 for *>1, for
all values of l such that sl>0.
Consider relation (17) again. The explicit expression for a* shows that
for any fixed +{0 in R, * [ a*(+) depends analytically on * for * in some
strip around the positive real axis. So does the right-hand side in (17).
Thus this relation actually holds for all +{0 in R and *>0.
Let 8&s be the bi-K-invariant function on G defined by 8&s(at) :=
8(t, &s) for t>0. The definition of b* can then be reformulated as
b*(s)=|
X
*(x) 8&s(x) dx
for s # V* . Formula (10) together with the estimate (14) show that the
integral exists for those s. Let us define the differential operator g* on
X=GK by
g* :=c*(2+d*),
c*=&
1
4*(*&(d2)+1)
, d*=&4*(*&\).
A direct computation using the explicit expression for * yields
g**=*+1
for all *>0. Fix *>0. One has
|
X
2*(x) 8&s(x) dx=C0(s)+|
X
*(x) 28&s(x) dx
=C0(s)+(s2&\2) b*(s)
for all s # C such that Re s>\&2* with
C0(s) :=lim
t a 0
*(at)
8
t
(t, &s) $(t).
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This limit can easily be computed for Re s>0 (cf. Faraut [8, Ch. IV,
Section V, Subsection 2, pp. 415416]) and its value is equal to
C0(s)=&2K sc(s).
For *>0 and s # V* & [Re s>0] we obtain
b*+1(s)=|
X
g**(x) 8&s(x) dx
=c*[C0(s)+(s2&(\&2*)2) b*(s)].
Because C0(s) is analytic for Re s>&1, this relation can be used to extend
b* to Re s>&1 by iteration. Since c(s) and b*+k(s) remain bounded
as |s|   in the strip 0Re s\ for sufficiently large k # N, it is now
easily seen that b*(s) remains bounded too when |s|   in that strip.
Summarizing:
Proposition 1. Let *>0. The function b*(s), defined by (16) for
s # V* , has a meromorphic extension to C with poles in sl (*)=\&2*&2l
(l=0, 1, 2, ...) and &1, &2, &3, ..., given by (20). The residues in sl (*) are
equal to
22*+2lK
((&2*&2l+d)2) l (1&*&l ) l
(\&2*&2l+1) l l !
,
provided sl (*){ &1, &2, &3, ... . Moreover, b* remains bounded as |s|  
in the strip 0Re s\.
8. DECOMPOSITION OF THE CANONICAL REPRESENTATION
Fix *>0. Let f # D(GK) and consider the function
g* : s [
f (s) b*(s)
2?Kc(s)
.
g* is meromorphic for Re s0 with simple poles in sl=sl (*), l such that
sl>0. Let #R be the contour determined by the rectangle given by the
points \iR and \\iR. Since f is of PaleyWiener type and b* remains
bounded as |s|   in the strip 0Re s\, integrating g* over #R and
letting R tend to infinity yields
(* , f )=2? :
l, sl>0
rl (*)(.sl , f )+
1
2?K |

&
b*(i+)
c(i+)
(.i+ , f ) d+.
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for *>0. Here we used relation (15) with _=\ and
rl (*) :=
1
2?Kc(sl)
Ress=sl b*(s).
Thus we finally obtain, by using (17),
(* , f )=2? :
l, sl>0
rl (*)(.sl , f )+
1
2?K |

0
a*(i+)(.i+ , f )
d+
|c(i+)| 2
(21)
for all *>0. So, in particular, we pick up complementary series representa-
tions in s=sl (*) in the real and complex case if 0<2*<\. In the
quaternion case we see that * is positive-definite for *>1 and that we also
pick up complementary series representations in s=sl (*) if 2<2*<\. (cf.
[10]). Summarizing:
Theorem 1. Let *>0. Put *0=0 if F=R or C and *0=1 if F=H.
If *\2, ?* decomposes into a direct integral of principal series representa-
tions. If *0<*<\2 the spectrum of ?* has a discrete part consisting of
finitely many complementary series representations. The continuous part
consists of principal series representations.
Remarks. 1. The computation of a*(+) (*>\) in Section 6 is also
possible by means of the Iwasawa decomposition. Indeed,
a*(+)=|
G
*(g) e&(i++\) t(g
&1) dg
=|
AN
*(n(w, z) at) e(i++\) te&2\t dt dw dz.
An easy, but long computation gives:
*(n(w, z) at)=[[cosh t+ 12&z&2 e&t]2+|w| 2 e&2t]&*
and then the result for a*(+) follows. See also [1], p. 70, formula (9.1) for
more background information about this procedure for computing a*(+).
The computation of a* for general Hermitian symmetric spaces is much
more involved. The above method seems not to be suitable. See [14],
where the computation is done in the framework of Jordan algebras.
2. It is rather straightforward that the results of Sections 6, 7, 8 can
be extended to the Cayley plane. We get that * is positive-definite for
*>3 in this case.
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9. COMPLEMENTARY SERIES REPRESENTATIONS
Let F=R, C or H and fix n1 (n2 in case F=R). Let
S :=[x # Fn : &x&=1]
be the boundary of B(Fn). For s # C we define a representation ?cs of G
acting on C(S):
?cs(g) f (|) :=|(b, |) +a|
&(s+\) f (g&1 } |), g&1=\ab
b
d+ .
?cs is continuous with respect to the & }&-topology on C(S). It is also
continuous with respect to the L2-topology and the topology induced by
the sesquilinear form ( } , } )s on C(S) given by
( f, g)s :=|
S
|
S
|1&(|, |$)| s&\ f (|) g(|$) d| d|$, (s>0).
Here d| is the K-invariant measure on S such that d|(S)=1. d| is
quasi-invariant with respect to the action of G on S:
|
S
f (g } |) d|=|
S
f (|) |(b, |)+a|&2\ d|, (22)
thus, ( } , } )s is G-invariant with respect to ?cs by using (1) and (3).
Moreover, ( } , } )s is positive-definite for 0<s<\ if F=R or C and for
0<s<\&2 if F=H. The corresponding series of unitary representations is
called the complementary series of representations of U(1, n ; F). These
representations are also denoted by ?cs .
One can show that ?cs is topologically irreducible with respect to all
three topologies mentioned above; in fact, the restriction of ?cs to Go , the
connected component of the identity in G, is already irreducible in those
cases. The positive-definite spherical function corresponding to it is .s .
10. SOME REALIZATIONS OF THE CANONICAL
REPRESENTATIONS
For reasons of convenience we will write B instead of B(Fn) and take
+=&2*. Let B$+ be the sesquilinear form on Cc(B) given by
B$+( f, g) :=|
B
|
B {
(1&&y&2)(1&&z&2)
|1&( y, z)| 2 =
&+2
f ( y) g(z) d+( y) d+(z),
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where d+( y) is the G-invariant measure on B defined in Section 1. We have
seen, that B$+ is positive-definite for +<0 (+<&2 if F=H). ?&+2 leaves
B$+ invariant and acts on functions on B simply by left translation. We will
call B$+ the Berezin form on Cc(B).
Consider
B+( f, g) :=|
B
|
B
|1&( y, z)|+ f ( y) g(z) dy dz, ( f, g # Cc(B)),
where dy is the Euclidean measure on Fn. B$+ is obtained from B+ by
applying the linear transformation
.( y) [ (1&&y&2)&(12)(++d(n+1)) .( y)
to Cc(B). For all . # Cc(B), let
A+.( y) :=|
B
|1&( y, z)|+ .(z) dz.
A+ maps Cc(B) into C(B). Observe, that A+. is actually a C-function
on some open neighbourhood of B , the closure of B. A+ defines a continuous
linear operator from D(B) into E (B ). (For the definition of E (B ), see
Appendix B.) Moreover, if ( } , } ) denotes the standard inner product on
Cc(B), then
B+(., )=(A+., ).
We will consider the following representations R+ of G on E (B ):
R+(g) .( y) :=|(b, y) +a|+ .(g&1 } y), g&1=\ac
b
d+ .
A calculation shows that
(R+(g) ., )=(., R&+ &d(n+1)(g&1) ), g # G, .,  # D(B). (23)
Thus R+ is unitary with respect to ( } , } ) if and only if Re +=&12d(n+1)=
&(\+1). We claim that R&+&d(n+1) leaves B+ invariant for all + # R.
Indeed, a simple calculation shows that
R+(g) A+=A+ R&+&d(n+1)(g) (24)
for all g # G by using (1). Equation (23) then yields
(A+R&+&d(n+1)(g) ., )=(R+(g) A+., )=(A+., R&+&d(n+1)(g&1) ).
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Thus R&+&d(n+1) gives rise to a unitary representation on a Hilbert
space H+ which is the completion of the pre-Hilbert space D(B) with
respect to B+ . This representation is equivalent to ?* (+=&2*). We shall
denote the inner product on H+ with ( } , } ) H+ .
H+ can be identified with a Hilbert subspace i(H+) of D(B)$. A distribu-
tion T belongs to i(H+) if and only if the linear functional LT on D(B),
given by LT (.)=(T | .) , is continuous with respect to B+
|LT (.)| 2MB+(., .)
for all . # D(B) for some positive constant M. Furthermore, the canonical
representation ?* , restricted to D(B), gives rise to a representation of G on
the dual D(B)$ by means of the contragredient representation. We will
denote this representation by ?$* : ?$*(g) := t?*(g&1). Its restriction to i(H+)
is equivalent to the canonical representation.
11. EMBEDDING OF THE COMPLEMENTARY SERIES
In Section 8 we saw that there are discrete parts in the decomposition of
the canonical representation ?* for 0<*<\2 (1<*<\2 if F=H) corre-
sponding to certain complementary series representations. We will describe
the embedding of these representations into H+ .
Let E (O) denote the vector space of C-functions on O for any open
subset O of Rdn, equipped with the usual topology of uniform convergence
on compact subsets of O in all derivatives. Let E (O)$ be the topological
dual of E (O) and
E$B :=[T # E (Rdn)$ : supp(T)/B ],
equipped with the relative topology of E (Rdn)$. E$B /E (O)$ for all open O
in Rdn containing B . Thus E$B can be viewed as a subset of E (B )$. Let
A$+ : E (B )$  D(B)$ be the dual map of A+ . If T # E$B and A$+(T ) # i(H+), we
will also say that ‘‘the distribution T belongs to H+ .’’
If : is in C (k)(S), denote by :(|) the function x [ :(x&x&) which is of
class C (k) on Rdn"[0]. The main theorem of this section is:
Theorem 2. Let T (k): :=:(|) $
(k)(1&&x&2) for : # C (k)(S), put sk=
\++&2k and put +0=0 an case d=1, 2 and +0=&2 in case d=4. Let G
act on C (k)(S) by means of ?csk . The following statements hold:
(i) The distributions T (k): belong to H+ whenever &\+2k<+<+0 .
(ii) Let + and k be such that &\+2k<+<+0 and let 8k(:) be the
unique element in H+ determined by T (k): . The mapping 8k : : [ 8k(:) is
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G-equivariant and continuous with respect to the & }&-topology on C (k)(S).
In particular, 8k is injective.
(iii) There exists c=ck, +>0 such that (8k(:), 8k(;)) H+=c(:, ;)sk .
Before proving it, let us state some necessary lemmas first.
Lemma 1. Let n2, en :=(0, ..., 0, 1) # Fn and let M be the stabilizer of
en in U(n; F). Let f be an M-invariant integrable function on S. Then f (x)=
F(xn) for some function F on D :=[x # F : |x|<1] and
|
S
f (|) d|=c |
D
F(x)(1&|x| 2)\&d dx.
for some positive constant c.
Direct computations using Lemma 1 give:
Lemma 2. Let
I+(a) :=|
S
|1&a(|, en)|+ d|.
If +>&\, I+(a) is defined and continuous on 0a1. Moreover, I+(a)
I+(1) for &\<+<+0 .
Let Am+ be given by
Am+ (a ; |, |$) :=a
m |1&a(|, |$)|+
for all those triples (a ; |, |$) for which the right-hand side is defined. By
slight abuse of notation, we write Re x := 12 (x+x ) and Im x :=
1
2 (x&x ).
A simple computation shows that
Am+
a
=mAm&1+ ++fA
m
+&1 , (25)
where
f (a ; |, |$)=&Re \(|, |$) _1&a(|, |$)1&a(|, |$)&
12
+ .
Note that in the quaternion case x commutes with x . (1&x)12 is defined
for all x # F with |x|<1 by the absolutely convergent series
(1&x)12 := :

k=0 \
12
k + xk,
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thus there is no ambiguity in writing f as above. One has
f
a
(a; |, |$)=&[Im(|, |$)]2=: g(|, |$).
Observe that both f and g are uniformly bounded on [0, 1)_S_S:
& f &=1 and &g&1. These observations yield:
Lemma 3. Let d_ denote the measure d| d|$ on S_S and let
J km, +(a) :=|
S_S }
k
ak
Am+ (a ; |, |$)} d_.
Then J km, + is defined on (0, 1) for all m # R and J
k
m, + is uniformly bounded
on [=, 1) for all = # (0, 1) and + and k such that +&k>&\.
Proof. By induction to k: for k=0 the lemma follows from Lemma 2:
J N+1m, + (a)=|
S_S }
N
aN
(mAm&1+ ++fA
m
+&1)} d_
mJ Nm&1, +(a)+|+| :
N
j=0 \
N
j + |S_S }
N& jf
aN& j
 j
a j
Am+&1 } d_
mJ Nm&1, +(a)+|+| :
N
j=0 \
N
j + J jm, +&1(a),
because of (25) and the boundedness of f and g. The last sum is finite and
uniformly bounded for all m # R on all [=, 1)/(0, 1) for +&(N+1)>&\
by the induction hypothesis. K
For reference, we mention:
Lemma 4. Let m, n # N and . # C (n+m)(0, ). Denote the differential
operator 2r r by Dr . Then
Dnr$ D
m
r [.(rr$)]= :
n+m
k=0
qk(r, r$)
d kf
dxk
(rr$),
where the qk are rational functions which are bounded on [=, R] for all R>0
and 0<=<R.
We are now in position to prove Theorem 2.
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Proof. (i) Let hl be a sequence in D(B) converging to $(1&&x&2) in
D(Rdn)$. One may take for example functions hl # D(B) which are negative,
only depending on &x&, with support in the annulus
{x # B : 1&1l &x&1&
1
l+1=
and such that B hl (x) dx=&
1
2. It is then easily checked that
|
R dn
.(x) hl (x) dx  &12 Sn&1 |
S
.(|) d|=($(1&&x&2) | .) .
(cf. Appendix A, formula (32)).
Fix k and : # C (k)(S) and write T instead of T (k): . If
h l :=:(|) rdn&2 } tDkr hl ,
then h l  T as l   in E$B . One obtains
B+(h l , h l)(dn Vol(B ))2 } &:&2
_|
1
0
|
1
0 {|S_S |Dkr Dkr$[Adn&2+ (rr$ ; |, |$)]| d_=
_hl (r) hl (r$)(rr$)dn&1 dr dr$. (26)
According to Lemmas 3 and 4 there exist positive constants Mj and M
such that the integral over S_S in (26) is bounded above by
:
2k
j=0
MjJ jdn&2, +(rr$)M
for all r, r$ # [ 12 , 1), provided +&2k>&\. Thus the sequence h l is bounded
with respect to B+ .
In order to prove (i) we have to show that LS is continuous with respect
to B+ , where S=A$+ T. Thus let . # D(B). One has
|LS(.)|=|(A+. | T) |= lim
l  
|B+(., h l)|sup
l
|B+(., h l)|.
Since B+ is positive definite for +<+0 , continuity now follows from the
CauchySchwartz inequality and the boundedness of the sequence h l with
respect to B+ .
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(ii) The continuity follows immediately from formula (26). Let g # G
and denote the mapping x [ g } x by 8.
g=\ac
b
d+ , g&1=\
a~
c~
b
d + .
The following computation holds for all . # D(B) :
(A$+[? (i)sk (g
&1) :](|) $(k)(1&&x&2) | .)
= |(b, x) +a| 2k&+&2\ : \ g } x&g } x&+ $(k)(1&&x&2) | A+.
=$(k)(1&&g } x&2) } : \ g } x&g } x&+ |(b, x) +a|&+&2\&2 A+.(x)
=$(k)(1&&x&2) } : \ x&x&+ |(b , x) +a~ | ++2\+2
_(det(D8)&1 A+.) b 8&1
=$(k)(1&&x&2) } : \ x&x&+ |(b , x) +a~ | + A+.(g&1 } x)
=(:(|) $(k)(1&&x&2) | R+(g) A+.)
=(?$+(g&1)[A$+:(|) $(k)(1&&x&2)] | .) .
Here we used (2), (3), (24), (30), and (33). Moreover,
det(D8)&1 (g&1 } x)=|(b, g&1 } x) +a| 2\+2=|(b , x)+a~ |&2\&2,
according to (4). Ker(8k) is a & }& -closed ?csk(G)-invariant subspace of
C (k)(S). ?csk is & }&-topologically irreducible, thus 8k is injective.
(iii) Let V denote the Banach space (C(S), & }&) and VK the
space of K-finite vectors in V with respect to ?csk } VK /C
(S). Define a
sesquilinear form ( } | } ) on the dense subspace C (k)(S) of V by letting
(: | ;) :=(8k(:), 8k(;)) H+ .
( } | } ) is positive-definite, continuous and G-invariant with respect to the
action given by ?csk . The same is true for ( } , } )sk , provided 0<sk<\++0 .
Let K denote the unitary dual of K and let e$(k$) :=d($) /$(k$), where
$ # K , d($) is the dimension of the representation space of $ and /$ is the
character of $. Put V$ :=?csk(e$) V. V$ is finite dimensional; in fact, ?
c
sk
is
equivalent to $ when restricted to K and V$ . Hence there exist c$>0 such
that ( f, g)sk=c$( f, g) for all f, g # V$ . Moreover, V$ is orthogonal to V$$
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for both inner products whenever $&3 $$. VK=$ V$ (algebraic direct
sum). Thus we can define
T : VK  VK : :
$
v$ [ :
$
c$v$ .
Let W :=span(?csk(G) VK). ?
c
sk
extends to a continuous unitary representa-
tion on the completion of W with respect to ( } , } )sk , because the inner
product is & }&-continuous. A similar statement can be made about ( } , } ).
The spaces of K-finite vectors for both representations lie in C (S) and are
therefore equal to VK . The action of the universal enveloping algebra
U (gc) on the K-finite vectors is the same for both representations and is
equal to ?csk, K , the differentiated representation corresponding to ?
c
sk
. We
obtain:
(?csk, K (X ) v, w)sk=&(v, ?
c
sk, K
(X ) w)sk
(?csk, K (X ) v, w)=&(v, ?
c
sk, K
(X ) w)
for all X # g and v, w # VK . It follows from the relation (v, w)sk=(Tv, w) ,
that T commutes with ?csk . Each V$ {(0) is an eigenspace of T and is
therefore ?csk, K (U (gc))-invariant. (?
c
sk
, V) is an admissible topologically
irreducible representation, thus ?csk, K is algebraically irreducible. Hence all
c$ are equal, c$=c say, and
(:, ;)sk=c(: | ;)
for all :, ; # VK , which is dense in C (k)(S) with respect to & }& and
therefore also with respect to & }&sk . K
12. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Canonical representations have many connections with other parts of
representation theory. For the relation with maximal degenerate represen-
tations of the group GL(n+1; F) we refer to [4] where similar
observations are made. We want to discuss here the relation with tensor
products of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic discrete series representations.
Therefore we let F=C and G=SU(1, n ; C) from now on.
For * # R consider the Fock space F* of holomorphic functions on
B=B(Cn) satisfying
& f &2* :=|
B
| f (z)| 2 (1&&z&2)* d+(z)<.
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This space is non-trivial for *>\, since F* contains the function which is
identical 1 in this case. One has
&1&2*=
?n
2(*&1) } } } (*&n)
.
Moreover, F* is a closed subspace of L
2(B, d+), hence a Hilbert space. It
has a reproducing kernel, namely
E(z, w)=
2(*&1) } } } (*&n)
?n
[1&(w, z)]&*.
It is also a unitary module for the action of the universal covering group
G of SU(1, n); for integer * (*>\) it is even a G-module: a holomorphic
discrete series representation (of scalar type). The group G acts by
?*(g) f (z)= f \ dz+c(b, z) +a+ } ((b, z) +a)&*, g&1=\
a
c
b
d+ ,
see Section 1. Let us denote by F * the space of complex conjugates of F* .
It consists of anti-holomorphic functions and gives rise to an obvious
unitary action of G as well. For * # N we get part of the anti-holomorphic
discrete series of G.
Now consider the Hilbert space tensor product F* 2 F * . The group G
acts diagonally. It turns out that we actually have a G-action, which can
easily be described for * # N, *>\.
Let A* denote the map defined on tensors in F*  2 F * by
f (z)g (w) [ f (z) g (z)(1&&z&2)*.
Then A* can actually be extended to a bounded linear map with range(A*)/
L2(B, d+), &A* &1 (see [14]). Moreover, A* is G-equivariant, where we
identify L2(B, d+) with L2(GK), K being S(U(1)_U(n)). In addition, A*
is injective and has dense range (see [13]).
Let A*=|A* A** |12 U* be the polar decomposition of A* . Then U* is a
unitary equivalence between the G-spaces F*  2 F * and L2(GK). Compare
also with [13]. On the other hand,
( f, g) * :=(A*A** f | g)
defines a genuine G-invariant inner product on L2(GK) and L2(GK) is
continuously embedded in the completion of L2(GK) with respect to
( } , } )* . This follows from the continuity of A* and the injectivity of A**.
The surprise is, that, A*A** is actually an integral operator on L2(GK)
with kernel precisely equal to the Berezin kernel (see [14], Section 1).
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Recall that * is supposed to be larger than \. So the canonical representa-
tions naturally occur again when studying tensor products of the above
form.
APPENDIX A: THE DISTRIBUTIONS $(k)(P)
We will now give a definition and some results concerning the distribu-
tions $(k)(P) which were used in the preceding sections. This exposition is
based on [11].
Let M be a differentiable, orientable manifold of dimension n with
volume form dvM and let P be some differentiable function on M such
that grad(P){0 on P=0, i.e., P has no singular points there. To each
. # D(M) we attach a sequence [|k(.)]k=0 of differentiable (n&1)-forms
which satisfy the relations
dP 7 |0(.)=. } dvM , (27)
dP 7 |k+1(.)=d|k(.), (k0). (28)
In [11] it is proven that such sequences exist for all . # D(M) in the
special case M=Rn, but the same reasoning can be applied to the general
case. The distributions $(k)(P) are then defined by the integral
($(k)(P) | .) :=|
P=0
|k(.). (29)
Although the sequence [|k(.)] is not uniquely determined by . and P,
it turns out that the integral (29) is. The proof given in [11] can again be
generalized.
One can show, that if : is a nowhere vanishing differentiable function on
M, then
$(k)(:P)=:&(k+1)$(k)(P) (30)
[11, Ch. III, Section 1, No. 7]. Moreover:
Lemma 5. Let M and N be differentiable, orientable manifolds with
volume forms dvM and dvN respectively. Let 8 : M  N be a diffeomorphism,
8*(dvN)= f } dvM and let P be a differentiable function on N, having no
singular points. Then we have
($(k)(P b 8) | .)=($(k)(P) | (.f &1) b 8&1)
for all . # D(M).
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Proof. Put P =P b 8=8*(P), let . # D(M) and let [|k(.)] be a
sequence of (n&1)-forms on N satisfying relations (27) and (28). Put
|~ k(.) :=8*(|k((.f &1) b 8&1)).
The |~ k(.) satisfy the relations just mentioned:
dP 7 |~ 0(.)=8*(dP 7 |0((.f &1) b 8&1))
=.f &1 } 8*(dvN)=. } dvM ,
dP 7|~ k+1(.)=8*(dP 7 |k+1((.f &1) b 8&1))
=d8*(|k((.f &1) b 8&1))=d|~ k(.).
for all . # D(M). K
Example. Take M=Rn, P(x)=1&i x2i =1&r
2. The definition of
$(k)(P) above now boils down to the expression
($(k)(1&r2) | .)=&
1
2
Sn&1 |
S n&1 \

2r r+
k
(.rn&2) } r=1 d| (32)
where d| is the usual rotation invariant measure on Sn&1 and Sn&1 is the
area of Sn&1. (cf. [11, Ch. III, Section 1, No. 5]).
Let N also be equal to Rn and take dv=dx1 7 } } } 7dxn as volume
form on M and N. Let U and V be open subsets of Rn, 8 : U  V a
diffeomorphism and suppose that U and V are such that they contain P=0
and P b 8=0 respectively. Let $(k)(P b 8) and $(k)(P) be defined with
respect to the volume forms dvU and dvV respectively, where the subscript
denotes restriction.
8*(dvV)=det(D8) b dvU ,
thus applying Lemma 5 yields
($(k)(P b 8) | .)=($(k)(P) | (. det(D8)&1) b 8&1) (33)
for all . # D(U).
APPENDIX B: DEFINITION OF E (B )
Let M be a differentiable manifold and A a subset of M. Denote by OA
the collection of all open sets in M containing A. Define a partial order on
OA by letting OO$ if and only if O/O$. This ordering turns OA into a
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directed set. Let EO be the vector space consisting of the restrictions of
functions in E(O) to A, topologized by the inductive topology given by
the restriction mapping |A : E (O)  EO , i.e., the strongest locally convex
topology on EO such that | A is continuous. EO /C(A) and EO /EO$
whenever OO$. The topology on EO is the relative topology of EO$ .
E (A) is the inductive limit of the system [(EO , iO) : O # OA], where iO is
the canonical embedding of EO in C(A).
E (A) is a locally convex, Hausdorff topological vector space. As an
inductive limit of barreled spaces it is barreled. If we take instead of OA
some cofinal subset of OA , the resulting inductive limit remains the same.
In particular, we may take a sequence EO1 /EO2 / } } } /EOn / } } } /C(A),
each EOn+1 inducing the topology of EOn : E (A) is a strict inductive limit of
nuclear Montel spaces, hence is itself a nuclear Montel space. In particular,
E (A) is reflexive.
Observe, that if A is a submanifold of M, the above definition coincides
with the definition of E (A) in the usual way. E ([m]), m # M, can be
identified with the algebra of germs of C-functions at m. The definition of
E (B ) from Section 11 is now clear: take M=Rdn and A=B .
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